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Abstract—Various user’s situation and small screen
compared with computer keyboard influence the performance of
the IME (Input Method Editor, a program that allows users to
enter characters and symbols). According to the hand that a user
is using, it has a significant effect on the IME input. In this paper,
we propose a method based on decision tree to generate GUI
automatically for the IME. We collect sensor data from Android
smartphone and key data that user enters with IME. A
comparison experiment with different input postures was
conducted to show the feasibility of the proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The IME is an important communication method between
computers and humans. As smartphones are popular, the IME
becomes a significant utility. Distinct patterns exist for input
among hand postures, suggesting that keyboards should adapt
to different postures [1]. Smartphone users use different input
postures in various situations. For example, a person who used
to enter with both hands becomes typing on one hand when he
is holding something at the other hand.

Distribution of the input key is different for the input
posture [1]. It improves the performance to use a different
keyboard depending on the situation. Cheng, et al. proposed an
adaptive GUI keyboard that is split into left and right when
user grabs the devices with both hands [2]. However, they
attached additional touch sensors on the back of device for
detecting user’s input posture.

This paper proposes a QWERTY keyboard that changes
GUI depending on user’s input posture. After we recognize
user’s input posture by recognizing the user pattern from the
sensor log, we deploy the suitable GUI for the IME.

II. RELATED WORKS

Researchers have studied in three areas to improve input
speed and error rate for the IME as shown in Table 1. The first
is to use new key arrangement rather than using QWERTY
keyboard. It leads to frequent typos because of placing a lot of
keys on a small screen. A complementary method is to reduce
the number of keys and use gesture system [3]. It changes the
key arrangement to minimize the movement of the fingers
during the key input [4, 5]. There are studies to change the key

arrangement by placing similarly with QWERTY keyboard [4]
and analyzing the words in each language [5].

TABLE I. RELATED WORKS FOR PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT OF IME

Authors Description Elements

M. Romanoa [3]
Key arrangement that

reduces the number of keys
and uses gesture system

Key arrangement

X. Bi [4]
Optimized key arrangement

that is similar with
QWERTY

Key arrangement

X. Bi [5]
Key arrangement to
minimize the travel

distance for each language
Key arrangement

P. Sakkos [6]
Changing predicted key
size by using personal

dictionary
Key size

E. Rodrigues [7] Changing predicted key
GUI

Key color, key
size, activation

area

R. Mathieu [8]
Dynamic predicted key

generation to minimize the
travel distance

Dynamic key

Y. Yin [9]
Generate activation area

depending on input posture
and individual person

Activation area

M. Goel [10]
Coordinating activation

area by using an
acceleration sensor

Activation area

A. Gunawardana [11]
Set a fixed area in

activation area
Activation area

K. Hwang [12] Word recommended by
using dictionary

Additional
layout for words
recommended

The second is a visual alternation in the keyboard. They
change the color, size and activation area of the predicted next
key based on the current input sequence with the words
dictionary [6, 7, 8]. Sakkos, et al. predicted the next word by
using words in the personal dictionary which was collected by
the user input rather than words in dictionary [6]. Rodrigues, et
al. compared three elements (key color, key size and activation
area) of predicted keys [7]. Mathieu, et al. added new button at
each corner of the predicted keys for minimizing the movement
of hands [8].
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Last is an activation area to determine the value of the key
based on the touch position on the keyboard without any visual
change. Because the input in border of keys is ambiguous in
touchscreen, the method determines a proper key depending on
user’s situations. Probability models constituted by using the
user input pattern in various situations are used to determine
the key [9, 10]. The models generated by using user’s input
posture and individual input pattern create a proper activation
area [9]. The walk models generated by analyzing users’ walk
pattern changes the activation area [10]. Language models
predicting next keys coordinate the activation area [11].

Most of research are to change the keyboard based on the
word dictionary. In case of using the word dictionary, time,
skills and additional storage are needed to build the word
dictionary. There are drawbacks to prepare word dictionaries
for each language. This paper does not use a word dictionary
and provides GUI of IME for the user’s input posture.

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

Fig. 1 is the structure of the proposed method which
consists of collecting log data, preprocessing log data,
modeling decision tree, generating GUI by predicting input
posture and situation based on generated models with real log
data. The Latin IME is Android google open source that is
running on Android [13].

A. Collecting Log Data
Log collection is performed with reference to the method of

Gunawardana, et al. [11]. English sentences proposed by
Mackenzie, et al. are asked for users to input keystrokes [14].
It consists of 500 sentences and participants enter 3 sentences

randomly selected in one session. We mark a character that
participants should type but the entered characters are not
displayed. We exclude deleting function because it is needed
for participants to type naturally.

Log data collection proceeds while user enters the keys. The
sensor logs that consist of acceleration, gyroscope, magnetic
field, orientation and light are collected in every 0.5 seconds.
The key log includes key position, current time, intended key
and entered key.

B. Recognizing User Behaviro Patterns
In order to recognize the user pattern, decision trees are

used. The decision tree constructs a tree with decision rules.
Leaf nodes indicate the input posture and input situation and
the remaining nodes determine a child node with values.

Decision trees are generated by C4.5 algorithm for
classification [15]. C4.5 algorithm builds decision trees from a
set of training data by using the concept of information
entropy.

gain(X) = info(T) – infoX(T) (1)

Equation (1) is information gain that measures the
information that is gained by partitioning the subset T about
the attribute X. T is the subset of samples that belong to a
single class. The function info(T) measures the average
amount of information needed to identify the class of a case in
T. The function infoX(T) measures after T has been partitioned.
The gain selects an attribute to maximize this information gain.

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed method
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This chooses the attribute that most effectively split into
subsets in one class or the other. A decision node that splits
the subset of samples is created. The process recurs when all
subset are split. Fig. 2 explains this process with pseudocode.
Fig. 3 is a pseudocode that classifies input posture and
situation using the tree by the algorithm in Fig. 2.

Tests are performed to create a decision tree. One person
entered three sentences five times with both hands, left hand
and right hand typing in lying, sitting, standing and walking,
so a total 60 sentences are entered.

Dividing into 10 units for the continuous sensor log data,
feature values that are consist of mean, standard deviation and
SMA (Signal Magnitude Area) were calculated by using them.
The feature values were used as input of the decision tree. The
model to predict user input posture is created by using
decision tree with preprocessed log data. The model was 453
nodes and 227 leaf nodes.

We calculated the squared distance and interval between
two consecutive key logs. We generated the model of decision
tree with the feature values. The model was 19 nodes 10 leaf
nodes. If the time is short and the distance is long, the model
predicts that input posture is both hands. If the time is long
and the distance is long, it predicts right hand. This means that
the large moving distance of the finger takes a lot of time
when the user types using the one hand. But when with both
hands, a user may enter fast regardless of the moving distance.
Therefore, if decision tree is generated by using data that the
distance is greater than 100,000, the size of model is 7 nodes
and four leaf nodes is generated. Fig. 4 shows the decision tree
of key log.

C. Generating GUI
Fig. 5 shows available GUI elements. Keyboard height and

key size have three level. Layout has four cases that are
consist of standard layout, left shifted layout, right shifted
layout and both split layout. The rule should choose a best
combination about predicted input posture and situation. We
made the rule based on WPM and error rate. In each input
posture and input situation, we collected WPM and error rate.
Then, we calculated the normal distributions of WPM and
error rate. The sum of cumulative probability in WPM and
error rate became the score of keyboard. Finally, we selected
the best combination in each input posture and situation.

Fig. 4. The decision tree to classify sensor log

Fig. 5. Screen shots of the proposed layout.

function classify(an sensor log S, an key log K)
preSensor = preprocessSensorLog(S)
preKey = preprocessKeyLog(K)
Input Posture = computeTree(SensorTree, preSensor)
Input Situation = computeTree(SensorTree, preKey)
Return Input Posture, Input Situation

Fig. 3. A pseudocode to classify input posture and situation

function generateTree(an log dataset D)
Tree = {}
if D is “pure” OR other stopping criteria met then

terminate
for all attribute a in D

Compute information-theoretic criteria if we split on a
Best = Best attribute according to above computed
criteria
Tree = Create a decision node that tests Best in the root
D’ = Induced sub-datasets from D based on Best
for all D’

Tree’ = generateTree(D’)
Attach Tree’ to the corresponding branch of Tree

return Tree

Fig. 2. A pseudocode to generate tree
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IV. EXPERIMENTS

We collected text entry data from 10 participants who
entered text using both hand, left hand and right hand in lying,
sitting, standing and walking. There were 5 males and 5
females, with an average age of 24. Participants were
undergraduate and graduate students. This experiment was
typing 10 session that composed three sentences in a random
GUI that chose a random height, button size and layout.
Report the text entry measure of words per minute (WPM) and
error rates. We compared word per minute (WPM) and error
rate. WPM is an indicator of how many enter the words per
minute. Error rate is the result of a typo occurred in a certain
degree of total characters.

Table 2 was the result of best combination in each input
posture and situation. We compared the score in each cases.
Then, we chose the best score in each elements. In lying and
both hand, high height, high button size and both split layout
was best combination.

TABLE II. THE RESULT OF SCORE IN EACH INPUT POSTURE AND SITUATION

Fig. 6 are the results about WPM and error rate. Basically,
WPMs of all case were similar or low, but the error rate in
proposed layout was the lower than standard layout. The range
of error rates in proposed layout in lying and standing were
the narrower than in standard layout. As a result, the proposed
layouts have similar WPM with standard layout but good
performance in error rate.

V. CONCLUSION

Future studies will include determining the time to change
GUI. In current app, the GUI is changed before IME shows.
But it can be changed after IME shows and certain accuracy is

reached. Finding the different contexts that influence the
performance of IME is also the future study.

We proposed an automatic determination of IME’s GUI
using input postures based on decision tree. The proposed
layouts had a good performance than standard layout.
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Fig. 6. WPM and error rate of standard and proposed GUI


